Development of attenuated total reflection based compression modulation step-scan Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and its applications to rheo-spectral characterizations of polymer films.
Dynamic compression modulation attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR FT-IR) spectroscopic methods have been developed in this paper for characterizing polymer films. To obtain dynamic compression polarized ATR spectra, internal reflection element (IRE) secure assemblies made of tungsten carbide with very high hardness (Knoop hardness of > 1000 kgf/mm(2)) have been designed. These assemblies are mounted on the Harrick Seagull ATR attachment and measured by step-scan FT-IR spectroscopy. The effect of static compression, air gaps, and refractive index changes were examined. Experimental and simulated results showed that the effect of air gaps between the sample and IRE and refractive index changes of the sample and IRE are negligible at values larger than a static torque of 40 cN m and good signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) and reproducible data can be obtained. Uniaxially and biaxially drawn poly(ethylene terephthalate) films were measured by the presented method. Both bipolar and unipolar bands were observed in the dynamic in-phase ATR spectra, which can be associated with their micro-structural environmental changes. This technique shows promise in evaluating various polymer film materials, including biaxially oriented films, multilayer coated film surfaces, and molecular interactions between polymer-polymer and polymer-additives at the film surface.